Effect of Visuospatial Neglect on Electrophysiological Parameters of Oropharyngeal Swallowing
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Abstract

Objective: The aim of this study was to determine the effect of visuospatial neglect on the electrophysiological parameters of oropharyngeal swallowing.

Material and Methods: Twenty-six healthy volunteers and 42 stroke patients with complaints of dysphagia were included in the study. The patients were grouped as left hemiplegic patients with visuospatial neglect, left hemiplegic patients without visuospatial neglect, and right hemiplegic patients without visuospatial neglect. Submental electromyographic activity and laryngeal vertical movements were electrophysiologically recorded while each subject swallowed water.

Results: The time required for triggering the pharyngeal phase of swallowing (A–0) and the duration of the pharyngeal phase of oropharyngeal swallowing (A–C) were significantly prolonged in left hemiplegia patients with neglect compared with the patients in the other groups (p<0.05). The time necessary for the elevation, closure, and upward relocation of the larynx (0–2 interval) was prolonged, and the dysphagia limit was decreased in the left hemiplegia patients with neglect compared with the patients in the other groups. The prolongation of larynx movement and decrease in dysphagia limit in patients with neglect were significantly different to the relative measures in the healthy volunteer group (p<0.05) but not to those in the patients without neglect (p>0.05).

Conclusion: Perceptual deficit is apt to play a significant role in the development of dysphagia via reduced stimulus detection and discriminative capacity in the oropharynx. Thus, we propose that stroke patients with neglect may require a swallowing evaluation, regardless of whether they have complaints of dysphagia.
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Introduction

Sensory inputs can be initiated and sustained either by mucosal receptors of the oropharynx and/or by lingual and/or palatopharyngeal mechanoreceptors during swallowing (1-3). It is believed that sensory feedback originates from the oropharyngeal mucosa and that deeper receptors in the region may modify the central pattern generator (CPG) of the bulbar swallowing center (4).

Sensory deficit in the laryngopharyngeal mucosa has been proven as an important cause of aspiration and dysphagia in stroke patients (5,6). Visuospatial neglect can be defined as the tendency for decreasing motor behaviors toward orienting to, searching for, and finding stimuli on the opposite hemispace of brain damage, as well as error tendency in reacting to or reporting orally and/or not being aware of stimuli on the left visual hemispace (7,8). Visuospatial neglect syndrome is frequently seen in patients with right cerebral hemisphere paralysis related...
to cerebral hemorrhage or cerebral infarct (9). The frequency of visuospatial neglect syndrome varies between 13% and 81% in patients with right cerebral hemisphere damage depending on the test for the assessment of the neglect and the location of the lesion (10-12).

In visuospatial neglect syndrome, a decrease in motor behaviors towards the perception and swallowing of food at the beginning of oral swallowing is the cause of serious dysphagia and therefore aspiration. However, a systematically designed study of the effects of visuospatial neglect on deglutition does not currently exist in literature. Therefore, the first aim of this study was to identify the existence of abnormalities in oropharyngeal swallowing in stroke patients with neglect. The second aim was to consider the mechanisms leading to oropharyngeal dysphagia in neglect patients, and the third aim was to determine the electrophysiological parameters of oropharyngeal swallowing affected by neglect in stroke patients. All aspects of swallowing were studied using previously described electrophysiological methods (13-15).

**Material and Methods**

**Participants**

Twenty-six healthy volunteers and 42 stroke patients were included in the study. The 26 healthy volunteers (16 men, 10 women, aged 50–78; mean age: 56.8) had no complaint of dysphagia or other neurological, otolaryngological, and/or respiratory problems. The following criteria were used to screen volunteers via a self-report: 1) Good health; 2) No history of any neurological, otolaryngological, and/or respiratory disorders; 3) No history of dysphagia; 4) Not taking any medications that could affect swallowing function; 5) No history of smoking within one year of study; and 6) No ingestion of caffeine for 6 h before the study.

All 42 stroke patients had a history of ischemic cerebrovascular accident and were inpatients being treated at the rehabilitation department of the hospital. Exclusion criteria included having a history of previous stroke, diabetes mellitus, alcoholism, aphasia, dementia, or any other kind of mental disorder (previous or existing); local oropharyngeal disease; and a lack of cooperation. The patients were divided into three groups. Group 1 consisted of 19 left hemiplegic patients (LHPs) with visuospatial neglect (11 men, 8 women, aged 51–77; mean age: 60.6). Group 2 consisted of 12 LHPs without visuospatial neglect (7 men, 5 women, aged 52–74; mean age: 62.1). Group 3 consisted of 11 right hemiplegic patients (RHPs) without visuospatial neglect (7 men, 4 women, aged 55–72; mean age: 63.0). The time between the onset of the medical-neurological problem and the investigation ranged from 35 to 156 days for group 1, 40 to 144 days for group 2, and 29 to 162 days for group 3. Informed consent was obtained from all patients, and the study was approved by the local ethics committee of our hospital. The investigators and data analysis were not blinded.

**Procedures**

The visuospatial neglect was evaluated using the Turkish Version of the Cancellation Test from which the psychometric studies for the Turkish culture were comprehensively performed (16-17). The cancellation test has been comprehensively studied in relation to the Turkish culture by Karakaş et al. (17,18). It is sensitive to right hemisphere damage and is widely used to assess behavioral symptoms of visuospatial neglect syndrome (19). All patients were evaluated using this test and were classified in groups 1, 2, or 3.

The subjects were asked to sit on an examination couch and were instructed to hold their heads in a natural upright position. Electrophysiological measurements were then taken. The methods used for the evaluation of swallowing function have been described previously (13-15). In brief, mechanical upward and downward laryngeal movements during swallowing were detected by means of a piezoelectrical sensor. A mechanical laryngeal sensor that consisted of a single piezoelectric wafer with a rubber bulge fixed at its center was placed over the cricothyrotomy region between the cricoid and thyroid cartilages on the midline. The sensor was secured with a rubber band tied around the neck, and its output was connected to the first channels of the electromyographical (EMG) apparatus (Neuropack µ; Nihon Kohden Corp, Tokyo, Japan). The sensor amplifier output was also band-pass filtered (cut-off frequencies: 0.01–20 Hz). The sensor detected two deflections of generally opposing polarity during each swallow. The first deflection of the laryngeal sensor signals represents the upward movement of larynx, whereas the second deflection represents the downward movement. The upward and downward deflections of the laryngeal sensor were sometimes diphasic or triphasic. The first deflection from the baseline was accepted as the point of onset. The leading or trailing edge of the first deflection was used to trigger the delay line circuitry of the recording apparatus so that all signals were time locked to the same instant.

We recorded EMG activity [or submental EMG (SM-EMG)] on the second channel of the EMG apparatus using bipolar silver chloride electroencephalographic (EEG) electrodes taped under the chin and over the mylohyoid–geniohyoid–anterior digastric muscle complex. The EMG signals were pass filtered (100 Hz to 10 kHz), amplified, rectified, and averaged. Because the SM-EMG activity coincided with the laryngeal upward movement, the rectified-integrated SM-EMG activity was also time locked to the laryngeal sensor signals. The total analysis time was adjusted to 2 s, and at least five successive sensor and SM-EMG traces were recorded. The individual traces were examined, superimposed, and then averaged. At least five successive sensor and EMG traces were recorded for each type of swallow.

We performed two analyses during this testing method: single bolus analysis and dysphagia limit analysis. For single bolus analysis, electrophysiological recordings were taken for swallows initiated with 3 ml of water while the tongue tip was touching the upper incisors. The onset of two deflections in the laryngeal sensor signal recordings are denoted as “0” and “2”. The interval between the onsets of two deflections (0–2 interval) is thought to reflect the time necessary for the elevation, closure, and upward relocation of the larynx (Figure 1) (13,15). The onset and duration of pharyngeal swallowing were recorded from the SM-EMG activity of the mylohyoid–geniohyoid–anterior digastric
muscle complex. The total duration was denoted by the “A–C” interval, and the peak amplitude of SM-EMG was measured from averaged traces. The SM-EMG or A–C interval gives a considerable amount of information about the onset and duration of oro-pharyngeal swallowing (Figure 1) (4,20-22). Oral and pharyngeal periods of swallowing are included in the SM-EMG duration (15,20). We were able to simultaneously use the laryngeal sensor and SM-EMG traces to measure the triggering of the pharyngeal phase of swallowing, which was determined by the time interval between the onset of SM-EMG and the first deflection of the signal of the laryngeal sensor. This deflection is one of the first events of the pharyngeal phase of swallowing (4,20). Therefore, the “A–0” time interval between the onset of SM-EMG and the onset of the first deflection of the laryngeal sensor provided information about the temporal relationship between the instant of the voluntary activation of SM-EMG and the instant of reflex triggering of the swallowing response (Figure 1) (23,24).

In the second analysis in this method, we measured the dysphagia limit, which is also known as “piecemeal deglutition”. The phenomenon of dysphagia limit has previously been investigated using the same measuring technique applied here (14,15,24). The dysphagia limit is based on the detection of a physiological phenomenon that occurs when an oral bolus of large liquid volume is divided into two or more pieces that are then successfully swallowed. We investigated the dysphagia limit with the sweep time set at 10 s and the delay line started for 2 s. Therefore, after a certain amount of liquid was consumed, the effect of the bolus was followed for 8 s. All subjects were given 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 mL of water, and oscilloscope traces were started at the examiner’s order to swallow. If there was no recurrence of EMG and laryngeal activity with these amounts of water, 40 mL and 50 mL of water were given until two or more swallows occurred. The laryngeal sensor traces and the rectified and averaged activities of SM-EMG were recorded from the beginning of these long sweeps of the oscilloscope (Figure 1). It was requested that the patient swallow all the liquid given in a single effort. Any swallowing-related recurrence of the EMG activity and the laryngeal sensor signal within 8 s after the onset of the sweep was accepted as piecemeal deglutition or as a sign of the dysphagia limit. However, because the piecemeal deglutition was physiologically observed in the normal subjects when swallowing more than 20 mL of water, duplication or multiplication at or below 20 mL of water is referred to as the “dysphagia limit” (14).

### Statistical Analysis

We calculated the mean ± standard error of the mean for all measured parameters. Variance and correlation analysis were used to assess the differences in swallowing parameters as appropriate. Paired t tests were also used to make statistical comparisons. A univariate one-way analysis of variance and post hoc Tukey’s honest significant difference test were applied to the data obtained for the groups using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences for Windows release 10.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

### Results

The average values of electrophysiological parameters obtained from the normal subjects and the patients for each group are shown in Table 1. The duration of the pharyngeal phase of swallowing (calculated from the 0–2 interval) was slightly prolonged in LHPs with neglect compared with the patients in normal volunteers.
each of the other groups (Figure 2). This prolongation in LHPs with neglect was significantly different to the duration of the pharyngeal phase of swallowing in the healthy volunteer group (p=0.001) but not in LHPs without neglect or RHPs without neglect (p=0.950 and p=0.998, respectively). This variable was also prolonged in all patient groups (groups 1, 2, and 3) compared with the relative measurement in the healthy volunteers (p=0.001, p=0.002, and p=0.002, respectively).

The total duration of SM-EMG (calculated from the A–C interval) was significantly prolonged in LHPs with neglect compared with the patients in each of the other groups, i.e., healthy volunteers and groups 2 and 3 (p=0.01, p=0.017, and p=0.008, respectively) (Figure 2). This variable was also prolonged in all patient groups (groups 1, 2, and 3) compared with the relative measurement in the healthy volunteers (p=0.001, p=0.019, and p=0.064, respectively) (Figure 3, 4).

The dysphagia limit was >20 mL of water in all the normal (control) volunteers investigated, whereas it was clearly pathological and <20 mL in all stroke patient groups. Additionally, the dysphagia limit decreased in LH with neglect patients compared with the limit observed in patients from each of the other
dysfunction, which includes the absence or delay in the trigger of the swallowing reflex, cricopharyngeal dysfunctions, reduced lingual control, reduced gag reflex, and reduced strength of pharyngeal contraction (24-26). Although motor dysfunction of the laryngopharynx clearly plays a major role in dysphagia in stroke patients, sensory dysfunction in this region also impairs laryngeal reflexes and the voluntary laryngopharyngeal protective mechanism (5-6,28-31). According to Aviv et al. (5), the sensory deficit in stroke patients is related to the disruption of an ascending protection pathway transmitting sensory information from the laryngopharynx mucosa to the diencephalon and cortex.

Visual neglect is a common deficit after unilateral brain injury, particularly following strokes centered on the right superior and inferior parietal lobes; however, other influential areas also exist, including the frontal lobes, anterior cingulate cortex, frontal eye fields, basal ganglia, and thalamus (32-38). Falsetti et al. (38) showed that hemispatial neglect is characteristically associated with cortical right (nondominant) hemispheric damage but not internal capsule (subcortical) and lacunar right-sided damage. Patients with visuospatial neglect typically fail to appropriately report or orient for visual stimuli presented contralaterally to the damaged hemisphere. They may also neglect food on the left part of their plate because of perceptual dysfunction. Patients with perceptual dysfunction have problems discriminating among sensory stimuli and organizing to give meaning to stimuli (37).

The A–0 interval reflects voluntary attempts to swallow until the swallowing reflex is initiated, and therefore, it may be related to the triggering of the swallowing reflex (9,39-40). In the present study, the A–0 interval was prolonged in all stroke groups compared with healthy volunteers, and it was also prolonged in LHPs with neglect compared with LHPs and RHPs without neglect. The prolonged A–0 time interval is probably related to the abnormal triggering mechanism of the swallowing reflex. Normally, this interval is under cortical control either directly or via the brainstem CPG, and this phase of swallowing is presumably initiated purely by sensory inputs arising from the oropharyngeal cavity (20,23,40-45). At the brainstem level, all afferent nerve fibers from the oral cavity are involved in initiating or facilitating swallowing convergence in CPG, especially in NTS, together with cortical drive. Therefore, the brainstem CPG receives the main sensory input from the oropharyngeal region, and cortical descending inputs reach similar areas of CPG. Hence, some sensory inputs that initiate swallowing are transmitted to the region of the cortex that facilitates the initiation of swallowing (20).

In classical neglect syndrome, there is an absence of normal attention and response to events in the visual field contralateral to the lesion. In addition, according to the sensory–perceptual hypothesis, conceptualized neglect involves attenuation of sensory input to the right hemisphere from the contralateral side of the body and space (46). A few studies have specifically examined the relationship between lateralized neurocognitive deficits (hemispatial neglect and aphasia) and dysphagia. Schroeder (47) showed that hemispatial neglect is associated with dysphagia, and that it is associated more strongly with dysphagia than with aphasia. Although cognitive deficits are frequently as-

Discussion

One of the most devastating and common complications of stroke is dysphagia, which occurs in approximately 30–45% of all stroke patients (25-27). The etiology of dysphagia after stroke is multifactorial, but one of the most common reasons is motor dysfunction, which includes the absence or delay in the triggering of the swallowing reflex, cricopharyngeal dysfunctions, re-
sociated with specific hemispheres, they can occur with deficits in the neural systems that underlie these cognitive functions, which are not strictly hemispheric in nature. Therefore, we suggest that sensory inputs necessary for the perception of bolus and viscosity are not propagated to the central nervous system and that the triggering of swallowing reflex is delayed in neglect patients because of perceptual dysfunction, problems discriminating among sensory stimuli, problems organizing to give meaning to stimuli, and problems with bolus formation in the mouth. The SM-EMG duration, denoted as the A–C interval in this study, was significantly prolonged in LHPs with neglect compared with the relative measurements observed in LHPs without neglect and RHPs without neglect. SM-EMG also demonstrates the onset and the end of the oropharyngeal stage of swallowing because these muscles fire concurrently to initiate the swallowing response and then stop firing eventually as the larynx begins to descend. Movements that occur from the beginning of submental muscle contraction to the elevation of the larynx are important for the safe passage of bolus to the pharyngoesophageal segment without escaping into the other cavities. The contraction of the submental muscles continues until the completion of the oropharyngeal swallowing process (20,23). Thus, submental muscles have two actions during swallowing: the protection of the larynx by elevation and the transportation of the bolus by a secondary support to the tongue to pump (48). We found that in LHPs with neglect, the submental muscles were activated for an abnormally long period during swallowing and that the duration of SM-EMG (A–C interval) was prolonged. In stroke patients, the increase in duration of SM-EMG exceeds the upper limit of normal values obtained from healthy volunteers. The prolongation of SM-muscle excitation is related to either muscular weakness or a central effect. The prolonged activity of SM-muscle probably serves to overcome aspiration during swallowing. It may also be related to the difficulties in triggering the swallowing reflex (40).

In neglect patients, there is diminution of sensory capacity in the laryngopharynx (5,6). Because discriminating among sensory stimuli and organizing to give meaning to stimuli are disturbed, submental muscles activation was prolonged. The duration of the swallowing reflex (0–2 time interval of laryngeal relocation time) was prolonged in LH with neglect patients compared with that observed in patients from each of the other groups. Although this prolongation was not statistically significant in either LH without neglect or RH without neglect patients, it was significantly prolonged in all stroke patients compared with healthy volunteers. Muscle weakness in the jaw, buccal, tongue, submental, and pharyngeal constrictor muscles, as well as perceptual dysfunction, may be responsible for the problems of bolus formation in the mouth and slow transit of the bolus along the pharynx in stroke patients.

All normal subjects in this study easily tolerated swallowing 20 mL (or a little more) water in one attempt. However, stroke patients, especially LH with neglect patients, exhibited dysphagia limits of 9–10 mL water and two or more swallows. Piecemeal deglutition and lowered dysphagia limits, together with duplication or multiplication of the bolus, have frequently been observed in patients with neurogenic dysphagia and after topical anesthesia of oropharyngeal mucosa (14,40–41,43,48). When oropharyngeal swallowing is impaired but compensated, patients can change their eating habits, i.e., by frequently eating small meals, and thereby reduce the individual bolus size. Swallowing for a second time with each bolus helps to clear retained material from the pharynx (14). Besides the voluntary compensations for impaired swallowing of which the patients may be aware, the compensation is also involuntary, i.e., it takes place through adjustments in the swallowing apparatus itself (14,41).

It is suggested that mucosal receptors of the oropharynx are necessary for normal swallowing physiology and that the diminution of sensory input, discriminating among sensory stimuli, and problems organizing to give meaning to stimuli due to neglect cause swallowing dysfunction in stroke patients with neglect. The re-positioning time (0–2 interval) of the larynx during a swallow was measured from the onset of laryngeal sensor signals, which reflects the time necessary for the elevation and upward relocation of the larynx. In a previous study, it was found that laryngeal relocation time during swallowing is prolonged in stroke patients, probably due to weakness in laryngeal elevators (40). Swallowing jitter can be regarded as the variability in the swallowing apparatus under a given swallowing condition. It can also be an important parameter for the safety of deglutition during swallowing (15). Swallowing jitter is prolonged in stroke patients; this is another type of compensation for swallowing when weakness exists in oral and pharyngeal muscles (15,40).

The present study demonstrated that dysphagia exists in stroke patients with neglect. The perceptual deficit is apt to play a significant role in the development of dysphagia by reducing stimulus detection and discriminative capacity in the laryngopharynx. We suggest that stroke patients with neglect are at the greatest risk of developing aspiration because of these issues. Neglect in LHPs can be treated by cognitive rehabilitation, and this form of management could also contribute to improving dysphagia in these patients. Further studies on neglect rehabilitation in these patients, which aim to specifically assess the decrease in time necessary to trigger the pharyngeal phase of swallowing and identify the duration of the pharyngeal phase of oropharyngeal swallowing, will be necessary to confirm this suggestion.

One should note that we neither identified precise lesion locations or size in these patients nor studied the effect of clinical characteristics of stroke on swallowing. Thus, whether lesion size, lesion location, or a combination of these factors in conjunction with clinical and neurocognitive deficits are related to poor swallowing outcome remains unclear.

**Conclusion**

Based on our results, we propose that stroke patients with neglect, whether or not they have complaints of dysphagia, require an evaluation of swallowing.
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